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Abstract
New piezoelectric mechanisms developments are on-going for space applications requiring optical functions or fine
positioning on scientific payloads. The application of one of them will be described in detail in a paper from EADSSODERN dedicated to the PHARAO instrument.
Two normally centred multi degrees of freedom piezoelectric mechanisms have been recently designed by CEDRAT
TECHNOLOGIES on R&D funding: a XY stage, generating two orthogonal motions, and a Double Tilt Tip device,
generating two rotations and one translation. The objective of the design was:
• a design without any latch mechanism,
• to reduce the number of parts and ease the assembly and integration process,
• to increase the ratio between the payload's mass and the mass of the piezoelectric mechanism,
The interests of a normally centred design, here used, are :
• a very good thermo-mechanical behaviour,
• the non energised centre corresponds to the energised centre, which may be of interest in degraded mode for
several applications.
Several solutions (damping, use of hard-stops) to reduce the criticality of random vibrations have been investigated.
Two position sensors (strain gauges, capacitive sensors) have been implemented and compared.
Then, the sequence of tests is described and includes:
• functional tests in open and closed loop and measured accuracy together with an elegant breadboard of the control
electronic,
• the measurement of the parasitic degrees of freedom
• thermal vacuum test combined with lifetime test (10e6 full cycles),
• sine and random vibrations tests.
The paper will conclude with the estimated capabilities of the mechanism payload mass versus the level of random
vibrations, a comparison of this piezo design with other technologies (voice coil, …) and the application perspectives.
2.
1.

Design of the normally centred XY stage

Introduction

Piezo actuators [1] display attractive features for space
application, such as precise positioning, unlubricated
and non magnetic behaviour, and leading to small
mechanisms. However, the performances of piezo
mechanisms cannot be considered separately from their
driving and control electronic. Other aspects of concern
are generally the mechanical environment (the piezo
actuators may display a quality factor of 100), the
thermo – mechanical behaviour and the consideration
of degraded mode in case of failure.
Starting with a multilayered component, which has
been space evaluated in the frame of French Space
Agency (CNES) contract [2], it is possible to build
Parallel Prestressed Actuators or Amplified Piezo
Actuators.
A
scanning
mechanism
(XYZ
stage)
for
ROSETTA/MIDAS was designed using these actuators
[3,4]. However, this mechanism included a latching
mechanism and displayed a fairly large dependence on
the temperature.
This paper therefore addresses these topics, mainly
illustrated on a normally centred XY stage. A standard
version of this stage also exists for ground instrument
applications.

To circumvent the drawbacks seen during ROSETTAMIDAS stage development, it was decided to design a
normally centred XY stage and to study the payload’s
mass achievable without any locking device.
Since piezo actuators are driven in asymmetric mode (20 / 150 V), obtaining a normally centred design needs
a symmetric design and the driving in push – pull mode
(Figure 1).

Figure 1 : Normally centred XY stage
A key advantage of this design is that the two channels
display a low cross coupling and therefore allows using

two independent drivers and controllers. This aspect
dramatically simplifies the electronic.
Two kinds of sensors have been implemented:
• strain gauges sensors,
• capacitive sensors.
The mechanical environment typically limits the mass
of the payload. To improve the mass ratio between the
payload and the stage, it is mandatory to limit the
vibrating displacements. To this end, two techniques
have been investigated and experimentally compared:
• structural damping,
• use of hard stops.
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Figure 4 : Cut of view of the stage including a hard
stop
3.

Driving and controlling the XY stage

Although piezo actuators have infinite resolution, other
features such as accuracy, stability can only be
improved by using a closed loop involving a position
sensor. The performances therefore become dependent
on the driving and control electronic.
A piezo driving electronic requires several features:
• a high signal to noise ratio,
• a low quiescent current,
• a protection against short circuit, …
Figure 2 : View of the prototyped stage XY200Mspace
Several damping techniques have been studied: one of
them is a potting within the amplifier’s shell (Figure 3).
This technique typically allows the quality factor to be
decreased down to less than 10.

The electronic FB-LA75-space (Figure 5), includes:
• a DC/DC converter,
• 2 independent channels with a linear AB amplifier,
a PI-filtered controller, a strain gauges conditioner.

Figure 5 : View of the elegant breadboard of the
driving and control electronic
Figure 3 : View of a damped amplified piezo
actuator in front of a capacitive sensor
An alternative technique is the use of a hard – stop,
which has been implemented around the moving plate
(Figure 4). This hard stop also allows protecting the
capacitive sensor from shocks. A key difficulty
remains the correct centring of the hard stop during
AIV activities at the equipment level.

This electronic has been designed according to space
rules and based on a Declared Component List [5]. Its
performances have been assessed through a Thermal
Vacuum test. The Table 2 summaries its performances.

4.

Testing a normally centred XY stage

o Introduction
To assess the design and to compare the two
implemented sensors and the hard stop and damping
techniques, two stages have followed a space
evaluation campaign:
• Functional tests in open and closed loops,
• Thermal vacuum,
• Sine and random vibrations,
• Lifetime tests.
o Functional testing
The test includes the gain and offset calibration of the
sensor, the measurements in open and closed loops of
the displacements using a laser interferometer. The
stability is measured using a spectral analyser, but is
limited by the in-house level of micro-vibrations.
o Thermal vacuum testing
The stages were thermally-vacuum cycled between
-20°C and 75°C. It was verified (through the capacitive
sensors) that the moving frame remains centred. The
most important feature is that the influence of the
damping material may affect the functional
performance, when the temperature approaches the
glass transition temperature of the potting material.

the payload capability of the piezo mechanism: a
design compromise appears between:
- proximity of the sensor and associated
resolution,
- limited vibrating displacements.
The space evaluation campaign helped assessing the
following characteristics of the piezo mechanism
(Table 2).

5.

Other normally centred piezo mechanisms

Fine tilting movements are also required for several
tasks [6,7]. Using the same design methodology
(absence of locking mechanism), a double tilt tip piezo
micro mechanism has been developed. Again, a push
pull driving and two independent tilt movement are the
key characteristics (Figure 6). A first application is
given in the paper by EADS-SODERN in this
conference [8].
When decreasing the size of the mechanism, the shock
requirements become more severe. The piezo solution
is typically 3 to 5 times lighter than a voice coil
solution.

o Sine and random testing
The stages were submitted to a random spectrum (20
Grms without any notch): the damped stage revealed
quality factor lower than 10. However, the energy
dissipated in the damping material rises up the
temperature, which in turns increased the quality
factor.
The stage including hard stop displayed (as anticipated)
a high number of shocks.
o

Comparing damping and use of hard
stops and lessons learned

Damping the piezo mechanism is the easiest way to
increase the payload. Low glass transition temperature
materials have to be used if an extended range of
temperatures is required.

Figure 6 : View of a 3 degrees of freedom double tilt
translator mechanism

One important lesson learned (Table 1) is that the use
of proximity sensors (capacitive or eddy current) limits

Description
XY Stage
XY Stage with hard-stop
Damped XY stage
Damped XY stage with
hard stop

Quality
factor
50
50
10
10

Incl. Capacitive sensor
Stroke Max. = 400µm
Hard-stop
Max payload
position
µm
g
Impossible
200
42
32
200
244

Table 1 : Max. payload mass with a random excitation of 20 g RMS

Without Capacitive sensors
Stroke Max. = 700µm
Hard-stop
Max. payload
position
µm
g
16
500
66
142
500
317

Item
Functional performances
Stroke

Units

Measured

Comments

µm

+/- 90

Resolution

nm

+/- 38

Reduced at low temperature (below 10 °C),
especially with a mechanical damping
Obtained with Strain Gauges – limited to 25
(+/- 10) °C

Accuracy in closed loop
Parasitic rotation Rz
Parasitic rotations Rx, Ry
Operational performances
Lifetime
Environmental performances
Storage temperatures
Random vibrations
Shock

%
µrad
µrad

+/-5
160
20

Interfaces
Mass
Dimensions
Driving electronic
Primary bus connexion
Switching frequency
Secondary outputs
Current / voltage limiters
Number of axis
Linear amplifier output current
Linear amplifier phase margin
Capacitive load
Radiations

10e6 full strokes

Designed infinite lifetime

°C
Grms

-50 / 75
20
Flat spectrum without notches
200 g @ 500 µs
half sine

g
mm

305
100 * 100 * 22

Excluding payload and connectors

V
kHz
V

18 - 38
~30
160, -30, 20, -20
Yes
2
+/- 30
45 mini
0.2 to 40
10

Isolated

mA
°
µF
kRad

Independent channel
In open loop

Table 2 : Experimented characteristics of the XY200M stage and the FB-LA75 space electronic [5]
6.

Conclusions and perspectives

In conclusion, Cedrat Technologies has designed a new
range of normally centred space mechanisms: a XY
stage and Double Tilt mechanisms without any latch
mechanisms. In addition to these designs, three linked
aspects have been developed:
• several position sensors (strain gauges, capacitive
sensors) have been evaluated,
• several means to increase the capability to carry a
large payload within a given launch environment
have been investigated,
• the driving and control electronic has been
developed and tested.
Mechanical damping is a good solution to damp the
mechanism (and thus increase the mass payload) but
remains sensitive to the low temperatures. Other
damping techniques than completely filling in the shell
seems appropriate to circumvent this limitation. Hard
stops are proved to be efficient but may generate a high
shock level. Capacitive sensors are an accurate solution
but the avoidance of shocks between the sensor and the
target during launch limits the mass payload. A range
of proximity sensors, able to display a resolution of 0.2
nm/Hz1/2 with a large gap between the probe and the
target may be useful for space piezo mechanisms.
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